INSIDE
GLAMOUR

GHTING FIGURE MODELS
OTOGRAPHY SERIES

Lighting

FIGURE
MODELS

HS $39.95 each or

Lighting

FIGURE

PHOTO SESSIONS

MODELS

F3X - $59.95
Vol. VHS bundle
(3F31 and 3F32)
ducational Photography Produceaturing 15 Beautiful California
els contains unrated nudity.
: •Single light sources •Multiple
sources •Light readings •Preng lens flare •Special effects.
areas discussed are: 3 point
ng system, film latitude, expovalues, hard vs. soft light, high
s. low key lighting, color, B&W.
tape approx. 60 min. VHS and
contain unrated nudity

Beyond Basic

3F31

3F32

VOLUME 1
Frazier Photography

VOLUME 2
Frazier Photography

DVD $49.95 each or 2 Vol.DVD Set
3F3XD: $79.95 (3F31D and 3F32D)

1

Beyond Basic

3BP1
The Mystery

Revealed

3BP2
The Art of

60 MIN.

Beyond Basic

Portraiture

3RH5

Glamour

2

Boudoir

60 MIN.

Illusion

NOW you can take a front row seat
in the photo studio of glamour and figure photographer Hugh Frazier Jr. as
he photograph's 12 beautiful figure
models.
You will learn lighting including diagrams plus hear the photographer
and director direct the models
through their poses.
If you want to see what really happens in a figure studio, this video is
for you. 60 min VHS, contains unrated nudity.

Beyond Basic

3

Boudoir

3BP5 - $59.95
Beyond Basic
Portraiture
The creators of the
famous “Beyond Basic
Boudoir” series reveals
their best tips for shooting
glamour portraits: Secrets
of in-studio, on-location,
lighting set-ups, exposures,
filters, posing, costumes,
and much more. Explore
in-depth lighting selection,
lighting placement and
effective lighting. Step by
step procedures make it
easy to learn for fun or
profit. 60 min.
Contains
Unrated Nudity.

Beyond Basic

Boudoir

Lighting

60 MIN.

4

3BP4

3BP3
The Mystery of

60 MIN.

#3F38

#3F38VHS - $49.95
#3F38DVD - $59.95

The Simplistic to the

Bizarre

60 MIN.

BOUDOIR PHOTOGRAPHY
4 Vol. Set, 4 Hours BEYOND BASIC BOUDOIR

3BPX - $219.95 Bundle
Contains Unrated Nudity
3BP1 - $59.95. The Mystery Revealed! Enter the sensual world of
BOUDOIR PHOTOGRAPHY through this electrifying, provocative and
highly informative video. Transform most any woman into a beautiful centerfold. 60 min.
3BP2 - $59.95. The Art Of Illusion. This volume depicts both studio and
location scenarios. This Volume is not just a sequel to Volume I but a
uniquely different approach to Advanced Boudoir Photography. 60 min.
3BP3 - $59.95. The Mystery Of lighting. Demonstrates studio and
portable lighting, indoor and outdoor settings. Posing, sets and diagrams
are shown, and emphasizes lighting and teaches you how your images
can be more dramatic through the selective and use of lighting. 60 min.
3BP4 - $59.95. The Simplistic to the Bizzare. Walk through step-by-step
simple and elaborate settings. Learn to take the average woman, and
through the art of posing, styling, and lighting, photographically present
her in a wonderfully exciting and alluring manner. All in exquisitely good
taste. Add variety to your boudoir imagery with this video. 60 min.

The nationally known award-winning team, Robert and Sheila Hurth, take you on a fascinating and visual journey into an
area which lies between simple boudoir and nude photo studies: “Beyond Basic Boudoir” and "Beyond Basic Portraiture".
These videos show you in explicit detail how each shot was made. See how you can pose your model to get the effect you
and she will love. You will learn dramatic lighting setups and actually see what effect they have on a model. You will be able
to use the set designs presented in these videos to add excitement to your photos.

Use the ORDER FORM on page 47

ORDER TOLL FREE 7 Days
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